
CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
The media - the twelfth critical area of concern in the Beijing Platform for
Action - is one of the most important yet challenging areas of work for
advancing gender equality. As “formal” or legislated discrimination against
women falls away, the key challenge confronting us is how to change mindsets
hardened by centuries of socialization and cemented by custom, culture and
religion.

Potentially having a huge role to play in this “liberation of the mind”, the media
has more often than not been part of the problem rather than of the solution.
And, while the media has set itself up as the watchdog of the rest of society,
it does not always take kindly to being “watched”.The result is an unfortunate
antagonistic relationship between gender activists and the  media.

Formed by Southern African gender activists and media practitioners who
have had a long history of working in this thorny area,Gender Links has sought
to break the deadlock through finding strategic entry points. Broadly, we have
approached the issue from two perspectives: research, advocacy, gender
training and awareness raising in the mainstream media; and communications
and media training for gender activists as well as women in decision- making.

Breaking new ground
In its short two - year existence, Gender Links has run 39 workshops, involving 600 participants in twelve
countries - 34 percent of these men (see Annex A) on various aspects of gender and the media.We can point
to both a number of breakthroughs and strategic resource materials that have a wholly Southern African origin
and are being used extensively around the region.These include Whose News, Whose Views, A Southern African
Gender in Media Handbook, Getting Smart: Strategic Communications for Gender Activists and Gender in Media Training:
a Southern African Tool Kit.

The groundbreaking Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS) that Gender Links undertook with the Media
Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) in 2003/2004 will give us a benchmark from which we will be able to
systematically measure our progress and impact.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that we are already making substantial headway. To quote the Deputy Regional
Chairperson of MISA, Reyhana Masters- Smith, at the regional launch of the GMBS, gender and the media is now
“firmly on the regional agenda”. No major gathering of media decision - makers now can ignore the issue of gen-
der equality and its broader context of diversity, a human rights approach to reporting and the relationship of
these freedom of expression.

The theme featured prominently on 3 May, 2003 - World Press Freedom Day - as country chapters of MISA
launched their national GMBS reports.MISA has a far-reaching gender policy and is putting issues of gender and
diversity at the core of its advocacy training and strategies.

The GMBS report received wide distribution during the Africa Editors Conference hosted by the South African
National Editors Forum (SANEF) and the NSJ Trust in Johannesburg in April 2003.Each year SANEF has a theme
for its annual general meeting. It is no coincidence that in 2003, for the first time , SANEF chose as its theme:
“Engendering the Media”

GL has also played an active role in the Southern African Media Trainers Network (SAMTRAN), which has
provided us an avenue for working with media trainers, sharing and disseminating our training materials. At all
our training workshops, we have helped recruit members for this network, and take pride with fellow members
that women comprise over one third of SAMTRAN members and 45 % of its executive committee - a tangible
example of transformation within the institutional structures of the media!  
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Working together
Interspersed throughout this report are the voices of participants
in various GL training workshops  who give their own testimony on
the ways in which they are taking forward the gender and media
agenda. The report gives examples of pilot projects with media
training institutions and media houses that seek to take a
systematic approach to gender mainstreaming in policies and
practices so that these are embedded in institutional culture.

The report also gives examples of tangible campaigns that we have
helped to initiate, such as the Sixteen Days of Peace Campaign last
year from 25 November - International Day of No Violence Against
Women - to 10 December, International Human Rights Day. We
look forward to campaigns such as this developing a far wider
regional reach in the year ahead.

Perhaps one of the most exciting new developments for GL is the
support we have provided to the establishment of gender and
media networks in six countries,and to the coalitions that we hope
will emerge in the follow - up workshops to the GMBS.These will
all form part of a Southern African Gender and Media Network that
GL will help to facilitate through its Electronic Gender and Media
(E-GEM) project and the biannual Gender and Media Summit.

Recognition of these efforts is reflected in the invitation to GL’s
executive director to become part of an expert advisory group on
gender and the media that prepared a report for the annual
meeting of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) in
New York in February 2003.

Future directions and challenges
GL’s work on gender and the media has also led us into the
b roader area of gender and gove r n a n c e. One of the most
problematic areas of media coverage concerns women in politics
and decision - making.We see this as a critical area for further work,
especially with six elections coming up in the region in 2004.

What is apparent from our work to date is that even working
strategically and catalytically through the mainstream media, transforming gender relations in and through the
media is not a short-term miracle. GL would like to thank the many donors listed in this report who have sup-
ported our work.We trust that they will recognise the need to balance project funding with core support,and to
help us take a long-term view of our mission, so that the work we are undertaking can have a lasting impact.

At an institutional level, GL has also grown in leaps and bounds, from an organisation based largely on volunteer
work taking place in our back yards to an organisation with offices, staff, a mission, vision and a three-year
strategic plan. Recently, we expanded the board from six to nine members to strengthen the regional diversity
and skills of the board. As I personally take up a diplomatic post with the government of South Africa,I am pleased
to share the good news that the Dr Athalia Molokomme, former head of the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) gender unit, now a high court judge in Botswana, has joined our board as Deputy
Chairperson. She and all members of the GL family look forward to working with you in the coming year in our
shared objective of transforming gender relations in and through the media.

Thenjiwe Mtintso
Chairperson, Gender Links
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I hope the relationship between Gender
Links and Lubombo community radio
will grow from strength to strength
because your programmes will empow -
er our society in Swaziland.The people
of Swaziland are starved of informa -
tion, they believe in their traditions and
culture. On behalf of the Lubombo com -
munity, board, management and volun -
teers of the Lubombo community radio
may I take this opportunity to thank
you and your establishment for intro -
ducing the topic to the media houses.

- Ambrose Zwane, Lubombo
Community Radio, and Chairperson
of the Swaziland Gender and Media
Watch (SMEGWA)

“



Stop press…
Breakthrough with South African editors
By Chris Vic *

DURBAN, June 28 – “South African editors have pledged to improve coverage of
gender issues. At their annual conference in Durban this weekend, almost 60
journalism executives organised under the South African National Editors Forum
(Sanef) said they recognised that women were under-represented in the media,
despite being the majority of the population.Sanef resolved to facilitate countrywide
workshops on improving the coverage of gender issues.”

Although it’s not exactly headline-making new s , S A N E F ’s commitment
(above) to engendering the media is a significant victory for gender activists
in general and Gender Links in particular.

The forum’s commitment has its roots in a meeting held in December 2002,
when Gender Links lobbied the head of SANEF, SundayTimes editor Mathata
Tsedu, to develop a serious and structured approach to the coverage of
gender issues in the South African media.

After several rounds of discussion, SANEF agreed to make gender the main focus of this year’s annual meeting
and the major theme of its activities for the next year.

On the basis of this,a team including representatives from Gender Links addressed the SANEF AGM on the 28th
of June 2003. The team – which included Colleen Lowe Morna and William Bird from the Media Monitoring
Project – focused on the South African section of the Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS), which
benchmarks gender in our country’s media in both quantitative and qualitative terms.

Backed by representatives from the Media Institute of Southern Africa, Women’s Net and the Gender Activist
Project, the team outlined the extent of the challenges facing the South African media in terms of newsroom
demographics,the coverage of gender-related issues, and the sources of news.

It seemed like one small step for gender activists – but by the time the AGM had ended it was clear that, as one
delegate put it:“Your effort really paid off – many editors told me it was the best conference we have had.”

Among other things, SANEF has committed itself to a series of practical strategies between now and June 2004.
These include visits to newsrooms,where representatives from Gender Links will assist in planning the day’s news
from a gender perspective, and in critiquing the final product. Editors also committed themselves to appoint
“champions” in each newsroom to drive the process of mainstreaming gender.

In addition, SANEF is going to issue a style note to its members to guide them on ways of ensuring gender is
incorporated into stories, and has committed itself to a gender audit of news staff. It is also going to revise
newsroom policies and procedures from a gender perspective.

We have every reason to be pleased with the outcome. SANEF is the leading player in the transformation of
professional standards and of content in the South African media, and the fact that it has committed itself to a
dynamic programme of action – with Gender Links as meaningful partners – can only contribute to the
engenderment of our newspapers, radio programme and television broadcasts.

(* Chris Vic is a GL board member and director of Spin Media. He formerly served as head of training of Independent
newspapers in South Africa.)
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